
MPRRAC Meeting

Facilitator: Eloiss Hulsbrink, HCPF
Other Presenters: Jeremy Tipton, HCPF

Julie Tang, Optumas

February 15, 2019
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stakeholders please sign inHandouts available[take attendance and make technical notes]



Our Mission

Improving health care access and 
outcomes for the people we serve 

while demonstrating sound 
stewardship of financial resources
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Agenda
• Introductions 9:00 a.m.
• Review January Meeting Minutes 9:05 a.m.
• Preliminary Rate Comparison Analysis--DME 9:15 a.m.
• Break 10:20 a.m.
• MPRRAC Questions/Discussion 10:30 a.m.
• Stakeholder Comment 11:00 a.m.
• Revisit HB19-1198 11:40 a.m.
• Next Steps 11:50 a.m.
• Adjourn 12:00 p.m.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – EloissSN:Purpose:The purpose of this meeting is, first, to share the rate comparison data and the methodology used to compile and analyze the data for the DME rate comparison. Second is to gain feedback on the data used for the analysis.Map: We will review the minutes from the last meeting, and then I will turn it over to Julie Tang, with Optumas, who will share the results of the Preliminary Rate Comparison Analysis they have completed for the DME service grouping under review this year in the rate review process. Once Julie has finished, we will break for 10 minutes (use restroom – located in the hallway on the right, men’s before elevators, women’s after elevators; look over handouts, etc.).After the break, we will take questions from committee members and discuss the preliminary results. After the committee discusses the results, we have allocated some time for stakeholder comments. Finally, at the end of the meeting, we will shortly revisit the HB19-1198 and answer any questions the committee may have regarding the legislation or proposed MPRRAC Orientation. I will review next steps in the rate review process and for the committee members before we adjourn for the day.Roles:Eloiss(me) – I’m here today to facilitate the meeting.Julie / Optumas – Will present the data comparison analysis for DME, clarify any data anomalies about which the committee may make inquiries, look to Jeremy to clarify in plain language if necessary.Jeremy – Jeremy Tipton, with the Department, is here to further clarify data and answer questions about the data pull, comparison, etc.Committee members and stakeholders – We ask that you review data being presented today and ask any questions on which you need clarification in order to better understand the planned analysis; this is also your opportunity to provide any suggestions regarding possible additional data analysis for our consideration.�Stakeholders – We ask that any stakeholders joining us today wait for stakeholder comment time set aside to provide their comment or ask their questions.Kimberley, Jeff, January, other internal Department staff – clarify if needed for their expertiseExpectations: Please be courteous to all meeting participants, especially while they are speaking. I will manage the time to keep the meeting on schedule.



Meeting Minutes Review 

January 25, 2019

Presented By: Eloiss Hulsbrink
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because there was such a quick turn-around between meetings, I was only able to post the meeting minutes yesterday. I don’t expect that committee members had a change to read through them yet, so I will ask that you look over them and we can approve in MarchAsk that if anyone has any changes or feedback, please let me know between now and the March meetingORPlease review minutes I send by [date] before our next meeting



Year Four Preliminary Rate 
Comparison Analysis

Durable Medical Equipment (DME)

Presented By: Eloiss Hulsbrink
Julie Tang, Optumas
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Eloiss



DME Population Statistics FY2017-18
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Total Client Count Total Provider Count Total Paid Dollars
40,670 200 $71,190,356

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I just wanted to show a high-level overview of the DME benefit for context before jumping into the preliminary You’re used to seeing this info in a population pyramid; a different way of showing the same info.[Walk through slide info]The graph shows the two largest utilizer groupings are younger children (ages 0-10), and the higher end of middle-age adults (ages 51-60).Female in BlueMale in OrangeAs a reminder of the Upper Payment Limits discussed at our January meeting, certain rates were reduced beginning in January of 2018 due to a new Federal Upper Payment Limit requirement. Certain DME, such as nebulizers and oxygen were substantially reduced. We have heard from DME suppliers that these cuts are contributing to changes in their business model that may be adversely impacting client access. And we will continue to evaluate this and hope to report further information in March.SN (EH): Now I will turn it over to Julie Tang with Optumas, who will walk us through the raw data they pulled to begin the analysis, the methodology they used to identify benchmark rates and compare our rate to those benchmarks, the preliminary rate comparison results for codes not subject to the federal Upper Payment Limit (which we will again explain in this presentation) and then the results for codes that are subject to the Upper Payment Limit.The slides that follow are presented by Optumas, so they will be on their template; you will also see a Draft Watermark on the slides. We want to emphasize that the numbers we are presenting today are preliminary and subject to change. Take it away, Julie!
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Preliminary Rate Comparison Analysis

• Base Data
• Comparison Methodology
• Results

• Other States vs Non-Upper Payment Limit (UPL)
• Medicare vs Non-UPL
• Medicare vs UPL

• Results Summary

• NOTE: ALL FIGURES SHOWN ARE PRELIMINARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThese are the sections of this presentation. First we will walk through the base data. What we did with it after receiving the data, how we validated its quality, and the adjustments we made to better reflect consistent data on which to base the results. Next we’ll get into the meat of the methodology, where I’ll walk through at a high level how we compared Colorado’s rates to a benchmark. For the results section, I’ll share our results split into three groups. And finally, we will summarize the results to finish off the presentation. We’d like to stress that these figures shown are preliminary



Base Data
• VALIDATION

• INCURRED BUT NOT REPORTED ( IBNR) ADJUSTMENT

• UTILIZATION SMOOTHING ADJUSTMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First let’s talk about the Base DataWe’ll walk through our validation, the results of our incurred but not reported adjustment, and some utilization smoothing adjustments we made to enhance the quality and actionability of the base data
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Base Data - Validation

• Data Used for Quality Validation
• July 1, 2015 – September 30, 2018 Incurred Claims Received
• FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 used for validation and adjustment 

purposes only

• Data Quality Validation steps
• Longitudinal analysis of paid amounts and utilization 

• UPL vs non-UPL codes
• Dual vs Non-dual Claims

• Final Rate Comparison Analysis is based on FY 
2017-18 Utilization Data

• Reflects most recent year of data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieEmphasize that data validation is to make us feel comfortable with the data quality and to establish a starting point for further analyses.Claims incurred within a time period would mean that the service was rendered within this period, regardless of when the claim was reported or paid, which could be days, weeks, or months after a claim was incurred. We looked at claims longitudinally, or over time, to look for inconsistencies that might alert us to data quality issues. In discussion with the state, we verified consistency of data for the paid amounts and utilization against the state’s expectations as well as our own from prior analyses. In this process, we made sure to analyze separately the DME claims between UPL and non-UPL codes as well as claims for members with and without Medicare dual eligibility.The base year, which is the starting point from which we apply further exclusions, was SFY2017-18. 
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Base Data - IBNR

• Incurred but not reported (IBNR)
• Corrects for run-out inherent in the data
• Analysis of average claims reimbursement over time 

to predict the total paid amount for services that have
already been rendered, but have not been fully
realized in the reported data

• Adjustment to claim data to approximate future 
claims reported

• Analysis of payment patterns over time
• Changes in payment processing can skew data
• Adjustments made to account for January 2018 UPL 

implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieIBNR analysis attempts to correct for “Run-out” inherent in the data. Claims incurred in any given month can take months to show up in the system. For example, sometimes the Department receives a claim six months after the service was rendered. We analyze the payment patterns over time to predict the claims that have been incurred but have not been reported in the base year, then adjust the data upwards to reflect what we expect it to look like when all claims have been reported.Large changes in data can skew results if not adjusted. The Jan 2018 implementation of the DME UPL caused a sharp drop in Paid dollars and unit cost in the data, so we made adjustments to complete our analysis.Original slide bullets:IBNR – Incurred but not reportedExamined patterns of claims incurral vs claims paymentBase data had 6 months of run-out – Paid through Dec ‘18�Adjustment needed to avoid skewing resultsDue to the implementation of the UPL, CY18 incurred data excluded from IBNRUsed data incurred through CY17 and paid through June 2018 to simulate the 6 months of run-out on our actual base year�Derived factors to “complete” base dataAdjustment applied as annualized FY2017-18 factors
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Base Data - IBNR

• Analysis of claim submission in prior years indicates 
that a year of incurred claims data, with payments 
up through 6 months after the final date of service, 
contains about 98% of the total incurred dollars 
reported and 97% of the total incurred units.

Metric Percent Claims Reported 
in FY 2017-18

Adjustment 
Factor

Per Member Per 
Month (PMPM) 
Expenditures

0.98055 0.01945

Utilization 0.97066 0.02934

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe results of IBNR analysis indicated that, with 6 months of run-out, the reported Per Member Per Month expenditures in the base year were about 98% complete and reported utilization was about 97% complete. Our IBNR adjustment brings these up to 100%. [check with Julie about IBNR Factor terminology]
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Base Data – Utilization Smoothing

• Data for 4 procedure codes smoothed to better 
reflect an annual level of utilization

• Observed temporary changes to utilization
• Due to implementation of DME UPL in January 2018
• Utilization returned to expected levels by end of FY 2017-18

Proc Code Procedure Dollars Units Adjusted Units

E0441
STATIONARY O2 CONTENTS, GAS $3,837,486 31,199 37,459 

E0442
STATIONARY O2 CONTENTS, LIQ $334,656 2,492 2,992 

E0431
PORTABLE GASEOUS 02 $1,496,275 68,213 67,190 

K0738
PORTABLE GAS OXYGEN SYSTEM $1,168,262 31,196 29,801 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the implementation of the UPL, some utilization patterns caught our attention. We ultimately adjusted four codes to better reflect an annual “LEVEL” of utilization we can expect going forward. Our analysis showed that for E0441 and E0442, reported utilization was about 83% of what is expected to be reported due to a temporary dip in early 2018, and E0434 was 1.5% overstated, and K0738 was 4.7% overstated due to a temporary spike in 2018.JT Note: “Utilization returned to expected levels by end of FY 2017-18.”
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Base Data – Utilization Smoothing

• 2 codes previously coded with an hourly or 
daily rental basis transitioned to a monthly 
basis

• Smoothed units to reflect billing practice we 
saw in late FY2017-18 and expected to see 
going forward

Proc Code Procedure Dollars

E1390
OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR $19,578,636 

E2402
NEG PRESS WOUND THERAPY PUMP $1,637,338 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe other form of utilization adjustment we made was for cases where a rental code changed basis  for a unit. Within the base year of claims, 2 codes, E1390 and E2402, saw impactful unit billing changes that needed closer attention. E1390 began as an hourly rental and E2402 began as a daily rental, and both shifted to monthly rentals. We found that before January 2018, these codes were billed with many units per claim. The most significant difference was in how E1390 was billed. In the first half of our base year before the UPL implementation, a huge portion of these codes were billed with up to hundreds of units per claim line, with a 23 cent unit cost rate. After the UPL implementation, these codes saw a period of mixed billing practices that stabilized further into the year, and were eventually being billed consistently with one unit on each claim line. This was what we expected to see with the new basis of the rental, which is one month. With the knowledge that our repricing exercise will be using a monthly rate, we retroactively considered all claims lines with these codes to have one unit, in order to set ourselves up to price a whole year of data consistently at the monthly rental rate.This concludes the steps we took to establish a reliable and consistent base of claims experience on which to base our rate review, which is the next step of our analysis.	(Note that E1390 is a code that stakeholders are very familiar with. This table may elicit many questions, and we should be prepared)If asked: Why we think converting the TT modifier reimbursed at 23 cents per unit to a monthly rate. If we were to take the old claims and assign each of the hundreds of units billed at 23 cents, up to a monthly rate, that would be an inaccurate overstatement of past expenditures.



Comparison 
Methodology
• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• FEE SCHEDULES

• COMPARISON
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CO DME Executive Summary

Total

SFY2018 Record Count Allowed Units Adjusted Units Paid Dollars Percent of Paid
Raw Data 447,897            8,986,958        497,695            71,190,356$    100.00%
Exclusions
No Eligibility Span 1,491                 16,415              1,531                 161,458$          0.23%
Duals Membership 62,932              8,040,425        66,552              5,689,255$      7.99%
Child Health Plan Plus  (CHP+) -                     -                     -                     -$                   0.00%
Zero Paid Claims -                     -                     -                     -$                   0.00%
Code is Manually Priced 6,851                 19,938              19,938              9,120,381$      12.81%
No Colorado Medicaid Rate Found 3,254                 4,819                 4,819                 591,814$          0.83%
No Comparison Available 1,354                 1,466                 1,466                 309,498$          0.43%
Total Exclusions 75,882              8,083,063        94,305              15,872,407$    22.30%
Repricing Base
Base Medicaid Data 372,015            903,895            403,390            55,317,949$    77.70%
IBNR Adjusted Base Data 383,260            931,216            415,583            56,415,187$    77.70%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie:Let me walk through how we get from our original raw claims data to our final repricing base data step by step. When I refer to base, I will be talking about the pool of claims we based repricing on. There are a lot of numbers, but what you will mostly want to focus on is the Paid Dollars column here. ��First we checked to make sure the claim was for an eligible member. If a claim does not occur during a month of open eligibility for a member, it is excluded.Duals were excluded next. In previous years we have excluded claims for dually-eligible members from our analyses as well. The dual claims had comprised about 8% of our original claims. We then checked to make sure no CHP+ claims were in our dataset, since they are a separate program, and we also checked to make sure no claims with a zero-paid amount were included in our analysis. A large portion of our original claims was also for codes that are manually priced according to the Health First general fee schedule. This portion of our data cannot be benchmarked, and so we carved it out as well. We’d like to emphasize that the largest areas of exclusion were duals and manually priced codes. ��After identifying and carving out about 20ish percent of our claims due to the exclusions above, we checked to make sure we have the complete pieces to perform a rate comparison for these claims, which are 1) A 2019 rate for Health First, and 2) A Benchmark rate. Our data had a good match rate for the most part. For 8/10ths, or under $600 grand, of a percent of our claims, we couldn’t reprice using the Colorado fee schedules, and so we excluded that portion. Next, for only 4/10ths of a percent, or $300 grand, of our claims, we didn’t find a comparable benchmark in either Medicare or other states’ Medicaid fee schedules. After excluding these cases, our total portion of excluded claims is 22.3% of the $71M paid dollars. The $56M figure in the bottom row represents the dollars we used for the remainder of the analysis.Of the codes included in the rate review (i.e. without the exclusions), we found that only 0.4% of our base data didn’t have a comparable benchmark found in Medicare or other states’ Medicaid fee schedules. Altogether, we were able to identify over 99% of the remaining paid DME dollars, a very good match rate.Speaker – Jeremy: the $56M figure in the bottom row represent the dollars we used for the remainder of the analysis.
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Comparison Methodology – Fee Schedules

• Health First Colorado DME UPL and General Fee 
Schedule rates compared to benchmark rates:

• Medicare – zip code specific rates
• Oklahoma, Nebraska, Arizona, Wyoming, Oregon, and California

• This approach was consistent with past 
methodology

• All services matched on a procedure code-modifier basis to the 
fee schedules’ respective levels of detail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieTo do the rate comparison, we use fee schedules to reprice the same base of claims data:Colorado Rate using the most recent fee schedule, in this case, January 2019; and A benchmark, using their most recent fee schedule So we come up with two numbers: the “Colorado Repriced Amount” and the “Comparison Repriced Amount”Then we compare the two numbers to each other to develop a rate ratio (e.g. to identify the percent difference).DME UPL fee schedule provided by HCPF, CO Health First Fee Schedule. All other states were used in previous rate review analyses, and this time we also included California. Arizona’s DME fee schedule had a high prevalence of manually priced codes. California’s statewide FFS fee schedule was chosen to supplement our other states’ average rates because the rates looked reasonable, and had a high match rate with our data.We matched rates to the level of detail found in each respective fee schedule. i.e. we matched modifiers if present, or a basic/rental split if provided, or procedure code only. Circling back to Medicare-Medicare maintains multiple rates for the same code for not only different modifiers, but also different groups of zip codes. You would imagine it is more costly to render services in a rural region versus a nonrural region. Medicare maintains different rates for rural versus nonrural zip codes, as well as two additional sets of rates for former competitive bidding areas. 
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Comparison Methodology – Comparison

• Summarized FFS DME Claims from Base Year
• Excluded ineligible claims, duals, CHP+, zero-paid claims
• Excluded procedure code/modifier combination without a Jan 

2019 fee schedule rate

• Health First Colorado Repriced Amount = Units 
x 2019 Health First Colorado Rate

• Checked for comparable rate benchmark
• Checked for rate on Medicare first, then other states listed
• Dollars without a benchmark rate excluded

• Benchmark Repriced Amount = Units x Most
Recent Comparator Rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieWe start our repricing exercise by making sure our data can be used to make a valid comparison. As shown in the executive summary, we exclude claims data that were not representative or reliable. This included ineligibles, duals, CHP+, zero paid claims, and codes not billed with a matching rate. Only 0.6% of CO-repriceable paid dollars did not have a benchmark�Let me pause here to clear about what we mean when we say we take claims data and we then “reprice it” using Jan 2019 rates.We take past claims data, the utilization, and where we were able to find a Health First Colorado rate, we reprice it, which is how much we would have paid for it under the new fee schedule.Next we looked for a comparable rate benchmark in the Medicare fee schedule, or in the list of other states when we couldn’t find a Medicare rate. When codes did not have a direct Medicare rate comparison, each code’s rate was compared to at least 2-3 other states’ rates.We only applied this methodology when there was not a reliable Medicare Rate with which to compare the Health First Colorado rates.We repriced using Colorado rates, then checked for a comparable benchmark. When there was a benchmark rate, we repriced to look at the results.If asked why only 2-3 states:Limited ability to match in some states, such as Arizona and Wyoming, since many of their DME codes are manually priced, meaning they vary in price depending on product, service, etc. DME services are difficult to price, and in some cases, one case can represent several different items that vary in cost.
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Comparison Methodology – Comparison

• Repriced using January 2019 Medicare rates
• 89.95% of Colorado repriced dollars

• Repriced using latest other states’ rates 
• Simple average of other states’ rates
• Only applied where Medicare rate did not exist
• 10.05% of Colorado repriced dollars

• Copays and Third-Party Liability (TPL) dollars 
removed from all repriced amounts

• Reflects actual budget impact to Health First Colorado

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieAs we just covered, we repriced to Medicare rates or other states rates when a Medicare rate was not found. The other states’ rate was calculated was a simple average of the other rates where they were available.90% of the Colorado repriced dollars had a Medicare rate, and 10% were compared with an other states’ average rate. (Tipton: We had this as back pocket language but based on KS feedback I made changes and we should explain the following…) We will show later the potential fiscal impact of moving Colorado rates to 100% of the benchmarks in the previous fiscal year. For that part of the analysis, we want to reflect actual expenditures, so we remove co-pay and TPL dollars. For example, the Medicaid fee schedules show full allowed amounts, or the fee schedule rates. Where co-pays are applicable, Medicaid members would pay a portion of the fee schedule amount. In the remainder of the presentation, we show all repriced dollars as net of copays and third-party liability payments to reflect the portion of the monies actually payable by Health First built into the fee schedule allowed amount. �After taking out copays and TPLs for the most accurate reflection of total fund impact for both the Colorado and Benchmark repriced amounts, we have our two numbers to compare. 
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Comparison Methodology – Comparison

• Rate Ratio = Colorado Repriced Amount / 
Benchmark Repriced Amount

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThroughout the rest of this presentation, the comparison figure we will be presenting is the simple average rate ratio. So let me explain, the simple average rate ratio is the comparison of these two numbers, the Colorado repriced amount taken as a percentage of the Benchmark repriced amount. This number is a straight dollar to dollar comparison, does not take utilization into account.



Results
OTHER STATES
MEDICARE NON-UPL
MEDICARE UPL



Other States Non-
UPL
• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• TOP 10 CODE/MODIFIER COMBINATIONS

• RATE COMPARISON VISUAL
• FISCAL IMPACT
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Other States Executive Summary

Other States

SFY2018 Record Count Allowed Units Adjusted Units Paid Dollars Percent of Paid
Raw Data 24,612             55,761               55,761                12,970,810$ 100.00%
Exclusions
No Eligibility Span 36                     48                       48                        3,928$            0.03%
Duals Membership 1,777               1,948                 1,948                  133,562$       1.03%
Child Health Plan Plus  (CHP+) -                   -                     -                       -$                0.00%
Zero Paid Claims -                   -                     -                       -$                0.00%
Code is Manually Priced 6,253               19,331               19,331                8,103,260$    62.47%
No Colorado Medicaid Rate Found 31                     61                       61                        6,273$            0.05%
No Comparison Available 1,354               1,466                 1,466                  309,498$       2.39%
Total Exclusions 9,451               22,854               22,854                8,556,522$    65.97%
Repricing Base
Base Medicaid Data 15,161             32,907               32,907                4,414,288$    34.03%
IBNR Adjusted Base Data 15,619             8,804                 33,902                4,501,846$    34.03%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieLet’s talk through these exclusions and how we applied them to the group of claims for which we couldn’t find a Medicare. There are $13M paid dollars associated with claims that did not have a matching Medicare rate. About 1% of claims in this category were from a dually eligible member, so we excluded 130 thousand. Most procedure codes without a Medicare rate were manually priced in Colorado, so the majority of dollars in this bucket ($8M of the $13M) were carved out due to this. Next, we couldn’t find a Health First rate for 6 thousand dollars, or a benchmark rate for 300 thousand dollars. We were ultimately able to find other state benchmark rates for $4.5M dollars in claims that did not receive a Medicare rate, or 34% of claims that did not have a Medicare comparator. 
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Other States Executive Summary

• Comprises 182 procedure codes and 7.98% of 
paid dollars

Top 10 Code and Payment Rates
Procedure

Code
Description Mod 1 Mod 2

Colorado
Rate

Other States'
Average Rate

Units* Paid Dollars*
Percent of

Other States
E0445 OXIMETER NON-INVASIVE RR 367.17$       455.44$            1,318  440,563$       80.13%
E1007 PWR SEAT COMBO W/SHEAR NU 8,323.83$    8,394.56$        37        295,225$       99.14%
E1007 PWR SEAT COMBO W/SHEAR NU RA 8,323.83$    8,394.56$        36        272,167$       99.09%
E1028 W/C MANUAL SWINGAWAY NU RA 228.19$       182.46$            764     151,083$       128.61%
K0739 REPAIR/SVC DME NON-OXYGEN EQ 26.57$          13.77$              6,259  150,045$       208.59%
E1028 W/C MANUAL SWINGAWAY NU 228.19$       182.46$            612     124,793$       127.59%
E0986 MAN W/C PUSH-RIM POWR SYSTEM NU 5,374.10$    4,568.07$        PHI PHI 118.52%
E1002 PWR SEAT TILT NU RA 4,298.60$    3,913.48$        PHI PHI 111.19%
E0218 WATER CIRC COLD PAD W PUMP NU 354.75$       431.30$            272     93,927$         82.24%
E0986 MAN W/C PUSH-RIM POWR SYSTEM NU RA 5,374.10$    4,568.07$        PHI PHI 121.61%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie182 unique procedure codes were benchmarked against other states’ Medicaid rates. Here are the top 10 paid code and modifier combinations, sorted in descending order by paid amounts. Here we are showing the Colorado rate, the Other states’ average rate, and the units and paid dollars in our base data. CO as a % of other states’ rates is shown in the final column. You’ll notice some codes such as E1007 appear on this list twice. For every unique combination of procedure codes and billed modifiers we were able to reprice, we have listed them separately. The RR modifier represents a Rental, the NU modifier represents a new purchase, and the UE modifier represents a used equipment.  Some of these have an RA secondary modifier, specifying a replacement. However, the RA modifier did not affect the rate we reprice at. 
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Other States Scatterplot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe farther to the right a dot appears, the more Medicaid spent in total dollars on that code. Circles above the line are paid at a higher rate than the benchmark. The larger the circle, the larger the number of units billed (e.g. large circles represent frequently billed codes)Speaker – EloissYou can see this visual closer up on your handout, page 1
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Other States Estimated Fiscal Impact

DME Comparison Results
Colorado as a Percentage of
Other States Amount 99.3%

Colorado Repriced Amount $4,726,646

Other States
Repriced Amount $4,760,257

Estimated FY2017-18 Total Fund Impact of 
Moving to 100% of the Other States Amount $33,611

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Emphasize – THIS is how we compare to other states]Speaker – JulieWe are at 99.29% of the benchmark, and if we were to reprice at Other States Non-UPL codes, it would be a cost of 33 thousand dollars to the total fund.



Medicare 
Non-UPL
• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• TOP 10 CODE/MODIFIER COMBINATIONS

• RATE COMPARISON VISUAL
• FISCAL IMPACT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medicare Non-UPL – procedure codes in our data that were still found in the Medicare fee schedule but not in the DME UPL fee schedule.
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Medicare Non-UPL Executive Summary

Medicare
Non-UPL

SFY2018 Record Count Allowed Units Adjusted Units Paid Dollars Percent of Paid
Raw Data 16,454             23,136               23,136                2,819,639$ 100.00%
Exclusions
No Eligibility Span 31                     42                       42                        4,995$          0.18%
Duals Membership 40                     60                       60                        4,665$          0.17%
Child Health Plan Plus  (CHP+) -                   -                     -                       -$              0.00%
Zero Paid Claims -                   -                     -                       -$              0.00%
Code is Manually Priced 390                   399                     399                      76,125$       2.70%
No Colorado Medicaid Rate Found 28                     55                       55                        4,841$          0.17%
No Comparison Available -                   -                     -                       -$              0.00%
Total Exclusions 489                   556                     556                      90,626$       3.21%
Repricing Base
Base Medicaid Data 15,965             22,580               22,580                2,729,013$ 96.79%
IBNR Adjusted Base Data 16,448             23,263               23,263                2,783,144$ 96.79%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieA small amount, $2.8M of our base dollars were non-UPL codes that were assigned a Medicare non-UPL rate. These are claims billed with a procedure code not found on the Colorado DME UPL fee schedule, were matched with a rate on the Health First fee schedule, as well as on the Medicare fee schedule. Of these, 3% were excluded mostly due to manually priced codes and we were able to analyze 97% of these claims.
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Medicare Non-UPL Executive Summary

• Comprised 139 procedure codes and 4.93% of 
paid dollars

Top 10 Code and Payment Rates      
Procedure

Code
Description Mod 1 Mod 2

Colorado
Rate

Medicare
Rate Group

Medicare
Rate

Units* Paid Dollars*
Percent of
Medicare

K0606 AED GARMENT W ELEC ANALYSIS RR 1,591.43$    Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 2,899.50$    245      381,292$        54.88%
E0562 HUMIDIFIER HEATED USED W PAP NU 239.70$       CBA Denver Rate 136.56$       1,569   365,062$        176.29%
E0562 HUMIDIFIER HEATED USED W PAP NU 239.70$       Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 133.55$       1,068   248,484$        180.26%
E0562 HUMIDIFIER HEATED USED W PAP NU 239.70$       Medicare POS Rate - Rural 223.90$       591      138,099$        107.07%
E0562 HUMIDIFIER HEATED USED W PAP NU 239.70$       CBA Colorado Springs Rate 137.95$       462      107,499$        174.43%
E0973 W/CH ACCESS DET ADJ ARMREST NU 128.12$       CBA Denver Rate 47.97$         487      58,519$          282.94%
K0606 AED GARMENT W ELEC ANALYSIS RR 1,591.43$    Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 2,899.50$    31        48,123$          54.87%
E2611 GEN USE BACK CUSH WDTH <22IN NU 345.09$       CBA Colorado Springs Rate 151.58$       109      36,529$          227.67%
E0973 W/CH ACCESS DET ADJ ARMREST NU RA 128.12$       CBA Denver Rate 47.97$         316      35,988$          312.78%
E0776 IV POLE NU 99.89$         Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 143.96$       327      30,416$          69.20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie139 unique procedure codes were benchmarked with a Medicare non-UPL rate. Here are the top 10 instances by descending paid amounts in our base data. Here we are showing the Colorado rate, the Medicare rate, and the units and paid dollars in our base data. CO as a % of Medicares’ rates is shown in the final column. Here you will see that not only do different modifiers drive payment rate differences but also different zip codes in our data corresponding to rural, nonrural, or former competitive bidding areas or (CBA’s).
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Medicare Non-UPL Scatterplot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe top outliers you see above the benchmark are all E0652, which receives a handful of different rates depending on the zip code when repricing using Medicare fee schedules. 
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Medicare Non-UPL Estimated Fiscal Impact

DME Comparison Results
Colorado as a Percentage of
Medicare Non-UPL Amount 115.5%

Colorado
Repriced Amount $2,858,705

Medicare Non-UPL
Repriced Amount $2,475,510

Estimated FY2017-18 Total Fund Impact of 
Moving to 100% of the Medicare Non-UPL 
Amount

($383,555)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieWe are at 115.5% of the benchmark, and if we were to reprice at Medicare-Non-UPL codes, it would be savings of 383 thousand dollars to the total fund.



Medicare 
UPL
• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• TOP 10 CODE/MODIFIER COMBINATIONS

• RATE COMPARISON VISUAL
• FISCAL IMPACT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie Here’s the Big One!UPL codes were identified on a procedure code level. If the procedure code was found in the Health First DME UPL fee schedule, we grouped them to this bucket.
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Medicare UPL Executive Summary

Medicare
UPL

SFY2018 Record Count Allowed Units Adjusted Units Paid Dollars Percent of Paid
Raw Data 406,831          8,908,061         418,798              55,399,907$ 100.00%
Exclusions
No Eligibility Span 1,424               16,325               1,441                  152,535$       0.28%
Duals Membership 61,115             8,038,417         64,544                5,551,028$    10.02%
Child Health Plan Plus  (CHP+) -                   -                     -                       -$                0.00%
Zero Paid Claims -                   -                     -                       -$                0.00%
Code is Manually Priced 208                   208                     208                      940,996$       1.70%
No Colorado Medicaid Rate Found 3,195               4,703                 4,703                  580,700$       1.05%
No Comparison Available -                   -                     -                       -$                0.00%
Total Exclusions 65,942             8,059,653         70,895                7,225,259$    13.04%
Repricing Base
Base Medicaid Data 340,889          848,408            347,903              48,174,648$ 86.96%
IBNR Adjusted Base Data 351,193          874,052            358,419              49,130,198$ 86.96%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe $55M that had procedure codes found in the DME UPL fee schedule were screened for exclusions. The largest exclusion from this bucket was dual eligibility. 87% were kept for analysis.
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Medicare UPL Executive Summary
• Comprised 137 procedure codes and 87.09% of 

paid dollars

Top 10 Code and Payment Rates      
Procedure

Code
Description Mod 1

Medicare
Rate Group

Colorado and
Medicare Rate

Units* Paid Dollars*
Percent of
Medicare

E1390 OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR RR CBA Denver Rate 73.88$              57,944  7,175,849$   100.00%
E1390 OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR RR Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 73.80$              35,504  4,451,106$   100.00%
E1390 OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR RR Medicare POS Rate - Rural 134.71$            33,897  4,226,885$   100.00%
E0466 HOME VENT NON-INVASIVE INTER RR Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 934.17$            3,318    3,837,870$   100.00%
E1390 OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR RR CBA Colorado Springs Rate 75.31$              26,903  3,363,661$   100.00%
E0465 HOME VENT INVASIVE INTERFACE RR Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 934.17$            2,316    2,501,883$   100.00%
E0748 ELEC OSTEOGEN STIM SPINAL NU Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 4,479.68$        344        1,421,360$   100.00%
E0784 EXT AMB INFUSN PUMP INSULIN RA CO DME UPL Rate - Non Rural 4,370.50$        203        922,133$       100.00%
E2510 SGD W MULTI METHODS MSG/ACCS NU Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 7,792.82$        155        843,136$       100.00%
E0441 STATIONARY O2 CONTENTS, GAS Medicare POS Rate - Non Rural 51.30$              4,982    807,509$       100.00%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie137 unique procedure codes were benchmarked with a Medicare UPL rate. Here are the top 10 instances by descending paid amounts in our base data. Here we are showing the Colorado rate, the Medicare rate, and the units and paid dollars in our base data. CO as a % of other states’ rates is shown in the final column. Here you will see that not only do different modifiers drive payment rate differences but also different zip codes in our data corresponding to rural, nonrural, or former competitive bidding areas or (CBA’s). Insert speaking notes re: Medicare paying different rates for the same proc/mod combinations based on geography using zip codes, e.g. Medicare provides zip code files that allow us to match to the different Medicare fee schedules on an individual claim basis, list off rural, non-rural, and CBA etc. etc. Go over the top 3 rows as an example. Because UPL codes are paid at 100% of Medicare, there is only the medicare rate shown.Medicare maintains multiple rates for the same code for not only different modifiers, but also different groups of zip codes. You would imagine it is more costly to render services in a rural region versus a nonrural region. Medicare maintains different rates for rural versus nonrural zip codes, as well as two additional sets of rates for former competitive bidding areas. 
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Medicare UPL Scatterplot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – Julie:As you can see, all the UPL codes fall along 100% of the benchmark. Speaker – Eloiss, HCPF:SN (EH): We wanted to include this graph to hit home visually that these rates cannot be adjusted fiscally per Colorado’s federal agreement, as they should all be at 100% of applicable Medicare rates as published by Medicare in Jan of 2019. We will have to be creative in regards to policy recommendations in order to improve utilization and access for these services/supplies.
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Medicare UPL Estimated Fiscal Impact

DME Comparison Results
Colorado as a Percentage of
Medicare UPL Amount 100.0%

Colorado
Repriced Amount $39,450,727

Medicare UPL
Repriced Amount $39,450,727

Estimated Impact of Moving to
100% of the Medicare UPL Amount $0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieWe are at 100% of the benchmark, and if we were to reprice at Medicare-UPL codes, it would be no impact to the total fund.Speaker – Eloiss, HCPF:Again, this table helps emphasize the intended fiscal result of the UPL requirements.



Results Summary
ESTIMATED FISCAL IMPACT SUMMARIES

CO RATES AS % OF BENCHMARKS
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Results Summary (continued)

Benchmark Group Est. FY2017-18 Total Fund Impact Percent Impact
Other States $33,611 0.71%
Medicare Non-UPL ($383,555) -13.42%
Medicare UPL $0 0.00%
Total ($349,944) -0.74%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieHere we have organized the final impacts to the SFY2017-18 total fund of moving to 100% of the benchmark for each grouping of claims. By moving to 100% of the benchmark, there would be a 33 thousand dollar, or 7/10ths percent of an increase to the Other States group, and a 383 thousand dollar, or 13.4% decrease to the Medicare Non-UPL group. In total, it would be a 7/10ths percent decrease to the total fund by paying our repricing base data to its benchmark.
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Results Summary

Service Group FY 2017-18 Colorado 
Repriced

FY 2017-18 
Benchmark

Percent of 
Benchmark

Oxygen $19,269,246 $19,269,246 100.00%
Other $27,766,833 $27,416,889 101.28%
Total $47,036,097 $46,686,153 100.75%

Benchmark Group FY 2017-18 Colorado 
Repriced

FY 2017-18 
Benchmark

Percent of 
Benchmark

Other States $4,726,646 $4,760,257 99.29%
Medicare Non-UPL $2,858,705 $2,475,150 115.50%
Medicare UPL $39,450,727 $39,450,727 100.00%
Total $47,036,097 $46,686,153 100.75%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker – JulieThe upper table on this slide shows our final rate comparison results for other states, Medicare non-UPL, and Medicare UPL. The benchmark percentages are also shown in bar graph form on the following slide. Reading from the first item downwards, our analysis showed that Colorado rates grouped into benchmarks were about 99.29% of Other States, 115.5% of Medicare Non-UPL, 100.0% of Medicare UPL, and overall 100.75% of their benchmark. Read off the percentages for each of the three comparisons, and the overall comparisonAdditionally, throughout this project, oxygen services were a topic of keen interest. On this slide, looking at the lower table, we wanted to also show the dollars associated with oxygen vs. non-oxygen codes, and the corresponding benchmark percentages. As all oxygen codes are under the UPL, we are at 100% of our benchmark, and these codes make up a little over 40% of our repriced dollars.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph visually shows the results of the DME rate comparison as a percentage of the benchmark.Speaker – Eloiss (HCPF)Thank you very much Julie. Unlike other years, we do hover just around 100% of the benchmark. This indicates that rates are in-line with rates nationally; however, we are looking to further contextualize this data with the results of the Access and Utilization Analysis, to be presented in the March meeting.Typically, next we would transition to an overview of a utilization, or access to care analysis, that we complete using claims data. We do not have that component of the DME review complete at this time. We will begin this part of the analysis in the next week or so and plan to go over the results in future meetings.   



Committee Questions / Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions committee members have for the Department or for Optumas?If there are no more clarifying questions, I’d like to open up the floor for discussion between committee members.



Stakeholder Comments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to sign-in sheet of stakeholders



HB18-1198

Presented by: Eloiss Hulsbrink

Presented By: Eloiss Hulsbrink
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly revisit the HB requiring all state boards/commissions/committees to receive an annual training.Were you able to access the document/review it?



Questions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions from committee members regarding HB18-1198?If you haven’t had a chance to review the legislation itself, you can find it on the MPRRAC web page under the January 25, 2019 Virtual Meeting Handouts.Please send any suggestions or feedback you have by next Friday, February 22, for us to consider as we develop the orientation/training materials for the draft we plan to release at the next meeting.



Next Steps

Presented By: Eloiss Hulsbrink
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• Rate Review
 Preliminary Analyses – One Week per Service Grouping
 Ambulatory Surgical Centers
 Dialysis & End-Stage Renal Disease 
 Fee-for-Service (FFS) Behavioral Health 
 Residential Child Care Facilities & Psychiatric Residential 

Treatment Facilities

 Access to Care and Utilization Analyses

• MPRRAC
 Term Limits & Re-Appointments
 Watch for Letter to Fourth-Year members 

 Next Meeting – March 29, 2019
 Watch for meeting materials

45

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are continuing our work on the Preliminary Analyses and we anticipate about one week per service grouping (listed on the slide), as well as one week to receive the DME access and utilization data. This puts us just at the deadline for the next meeting.For committee members, I will be sending a letter regarding term limits and reappointments later today, so keep an eye out for that. Some of you have already reached out and I greatly appreciate that. I apologize for the delay in this particular project, though I will be leaning in and pushing forward on committee appointments in the coming weeks to ensure that process is moving along. In the meantime, if you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to reach out.



Contact 
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Eloiss Hulsbrink
Rate Review Stakeholder Relations Specialist

Eloiss.Hulsbrink@state.co.us
303-866-6214

mailto:Eloiss.Hulsbrink@state.co.us


Thank You
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Oxygen Population Statistics
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Total Client Count Total Provider Count Total Paid Dollars

21,713 125 $19,285,673

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why we separated out oxygen – largest grouping of UPL codes; received stakeholder feedback.[Walk through slide info]The graph shows, again, the two largest utilizer groupings are younger children (ages 0-10), and the higher end of middle-age adults (ages 51-60).Female in BlueMale in Orange
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back-Pocket Oxygen GraphicSpeaker – JulieSpeaker – Eloiss"while rates are generally inline with the national trend, we would be remiss if we did not point out that the implementation of the UPL did result in a cut to DME provider reimbursement. This graph illustrates the oxygen rates that received the most significant adjustments. We have heard from DME suppliers that these cuts are contributing to changes in their business model that may be adversely impacting client access. And we will continue to evaluate this and hope to report further information in March"
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